Preface
I discovered the original Winning at the Track handicapping method many years ago, in 1962. The
two simple mathematical calculations labeled “Ability Factor” and “Condition Factor” were designed
to measure how fast a horse can run from Point-A to Point-B during various portions of the contest.
But, most importantly, the numbers were adjusted for different distances and racing surfaces.
In 1985, twenty-three years later, the concept was expanded and explained in a published book.
Shortly thereafter, my original “Performance Method” was transformed into a computer program
that was simple to use, but complex in its foundation. The major components, included the History
Worksheet (a grid into which data was entered manually – all automatic today), and four separate
calculations that now comprise the overall “PM Rating”…
1) The Ability Factor, created to measure the “form” of the horse (how he has been running lately);
2) The Pure Speed, a rating designed to measure how fast the horse can run, gate to wire;
3) The Early Speed, ratings that measure the horse’s ability during the early portions of the race;
4) The Late Speed, a rating that measures how fast the horse can run to the second call point, and
how fast he can run between the second call point and the finish line. The two major components
of the Late Speed calculation are the POLE SPEED and the LAST QUARTER.
For a benchmark, three great horses were combined to produce the “Basis Times” Table that allows
a comparison of the various talents in each race.
From this, a “Parallel Speed Table” (PST) was
devised to measure the capabilities of the horses at different levels. See the PST on the next page.
Each number is then adjusted for the numerous variances in the contours and surfaces.
The most significant variable for handicappers is the proper analysis of each track relative to one
another. There are well over 100 different racing surfaces, and about fifteen different standard
distances at each track (4 furlongs, 5 furlongs, 5½ furlongs, 6 furlongs, etc.). So each distance
requires a separate early speed and late speed adjustment to make “apples equal to apples.”
Today, roughly fifty years after the original Winning at the Track (WATT) concept was devised, the
program is being placed onto a secure Internet website and offered as a unique handicapping
service. For this benefit, online members are charged a small fee. Liberty Publishing Company
has just introduced the new WATT Handicapping service at HorseRacingUSA.com for the
millions of fans who already enjoy this exciting and colorful spectator sport.
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The “Basis Times” Table and the Parallel Speed Table
The “Basis Times” Table sets down the standards by which every horse is compared. Three great
champions were used to construct the table: Dr. Fager for sprints, Damascus for middle routes,
and Secretariat for longer routes.
In effect, this table presents the best times of a “super horse.” Then, the distances and surfaces
are adjusted to make the past performances of the contenders today relative to one another.
The first table shows the basis times in fifths of a second (the standard way thoroughbred racing
times are depicted). For example 107.0 is equivalent to 1:07.0 (one minute and seven seconds),
and this is the basis time for 6 furlongs. Any horse that runs this time is awarded 100 points, and
each 1/5 of a second is equal to one point. If a horse runs 1:07.1, the rating is 99, 1:07.2 is 98,
1:07.3 is 97, etc. If he runs 1:08.1, the rating becomes 94, and so on.
The second table presents the same numbers but in fifths of a second. One minute is, of course,
equal to 60 seconds or 300 fifths.
The Parallel Speed Table

The PST is essentially telling us, for example, that if a horse is capable of running 1:10.0 (350
fifths) in a 6-furlong race, he is usually capable of running a 1:35.4 (479 fifths) in a 1-mile contest.
However, this is only part of the analysis. Equally important is adjusting the surface. A mile has
5,280 feet at all tracks. So why do horses run faster on one surface than the other?

The Surface Adjustments
The surface of every racetrack is different. Because a horse generally runs the length of his body
in approximately 1/5 of a second, this means that any horse that runs 1:10.3, for example, is
running about three lengths behind a horse that runs 1:10.0. At 6 furlongs, the speed ratings for
these horses would be 82 and 85 respectively. The surface adjustments are then included to
compensate for the variances in the tracks.
The Ability Factor, the Pure Speed, the Early Speed, and the Late Speed each have adjustments for
each racetrack. As indicated, there are more than 100 different racing surfaces in North America.
Some tracks, Belmont Park in New York for example, have many surfaces. Belmont also offers turf
racing with many distances on different courses. So the various surfaces at the same facility need
to be adjusted independently. The relationships between the nation’s facilities are very important.

The Winning at the Track program has an early speed and late speed adjustment for each distance
at each track. Most competing programs have one insufficient “par adjustment” for each facility.
The user enters a Bloodstock DRF file into a personal “Account File Bank” and everything after that
is automatic. If desired, several options are provided throughout the program, but there is little or
no work involved for the handicapper.

Accuracy of the Program
I am totally convinced that Winning at the Track is the most accurate handicapping program
available today. One of the top two PM-rated horses will be in the exacta (finishing first or second)
72% of the time. One of the best three PM Ratings is seen in the exacta 85-90% of the time.
Each race must be adjusted accurately because the entries can, and oftentimes do, include horses
from different racetracks, different distances, all with different surfaces and racing characteristics.
Very few Winning at the Track handicappers are likely to forget this contest (there were 20 horses
entered from many parts of the country). As WATT users know well, this was not random, and the
trifecta payoff was enormous:

“Selective Tweaking” the Data
One of the major advantages to the new WATT Online Program is the user’s ability to control the
numbers entered into each horse’s History Worksheet - and, thus, into the readings that comprise
the PM Ratings. While it is not necessary to manage the data (referred to as “Selective Tweaking”)
in most cases, this capability can add great confidence to the handicap.
Handicappers who use computers regularly are well aware of this old and valid saying, “garbage-in,
garbage-out.” Most of the time WATT data remains unchanged, but sometimes common sense
adjustments do have a bearing on the handicap.

The Winning at the Track Screens
When Winning at the Track was first published many years ago, one of the objectives was to offer
transparency to show handicappers how the ratings were developed rather than the practice of
hiding behind so-called “magic formulas” that can be manipulated under a cloak of secrecy.
THE RACE CARD
Handicapping thoroughbreds with Winning at the Track begins at the Race Card.

THE HISTORY WORKSHEET
On the program’s History Worksheet users can delete (or replace) individual pace lines or scratch
(or replace) horses at any time. Therefore, each handicapper is in total control of the data being
used by the program. Although major changes are rarely necessary, the user is in control.
Each pace line shows the date the race occurred and the times throughout. By simply checking a
small box next to the line, that specific line can be removed (or returned) to the horse’s history
and all program numbers are immediately adjusted accordingly.
For transparency, the WATT program presents individual screens for each of the four handicapping
factors (the Ability Factor, the Pure Speed, the Early Speed, and the Late Speed) and users can
access the individual screens with ease. These four readings comprise each horse’s PM Rating.

THE BEST-4 SUMMARY
There is also a Best-4 Summary screen of PM Ratings for the day’s entire race card, a detailed Pace
Analyst table to allow a quick comparison of the contenders, and three colorful Graphic displays.

The program can display the individual screens, including the Best-4 Summary screen, on every
mobile device capable of reading a web page. In effect, users can handicap with a telephone!

THE ABILITY FACTOR

The Ability Factor measures the horse’s speed from the gate to the wire in its three most recent
races, adjusted by the weather conditions and, to a lesser degree, the quality of horses at each
racetrack. This is a good measure of recent form. Users have the flexibility of eliminating
unwanted past performance lines whenever the numbers are unacceptable. This rating is one of
the original, calculations first created in 1962 – but later enhanced substantially by the marvelous
computational capability of the computer.

THE PURE SPEED

The Pure Speed is also one of the original 1962 calculations. It measures the horse’s fastest race
and it can be influenced by the weather and racing surface. The best performance denoted by this
calculation almost always happens under ideal conditions, which typically occurs at least once or
twice within the past ten races.

THE EARLY SPEED

The Early Speed calculation was devised in 1985 when the Winning at the Track software was first
introduced. It measures the horse’s ability to run the early portions of the race. Of all the factors,
this is the least accurate and it has the lowest weighting within the overall PM Rating, but when it
is combined with the other factors, WATT users have a very powerful handicapping tool. The best
performances usually occur under ideal weather conditions.

Each race can be divided into sections (“calls”) and the talents of each horse are given ratings at
the various points. At the second call point, for example, a typical race is close to 70% complete.
With the Winning at the Track program, users can see how fast the race is likely to be run, how it
will probably unfold, and which horses are capable of running with the pace and which of them
cannot. For this reason, Winning at the Track is appropriately called a “Speed/Pace” program.

THE LATE SPEED

The Late Speed calculation measures the horse’s ability to run to the second call point and in the
last portion of the race. This factor was created in the early 1970s and it was first introduced in
the original program in 1985. Moreover, it is the most accurate and the most useful. It is also the
largest contributor to the overall PM Rating. The Pole Speed and the Last Quarter calculations are
the principal components of this unique and proprietary formula.
With the Late Speed screen WATT handicappers gain a perspective that most other racing fans will
never see or understand.

The WATT Online Handicapping Service
The new Winning at the Track (WATT) online service represents the greatest advancement in WATT
handicapping since it was first created in 1962. Furthermore, it is likely to be the single most
important handicapping tool introduced to the sport of horse racing in recent years.
The simplicity and accuracy of the online program should prove to be exceptionally popular among
the millions of thoroughbred racing fans nationally – whether novice or experienced.
A comma-delineated DRF file is uploaded into the program at the HorseRacingUSA.com site and the
rest becomes automatic. This unique handicapping service is priced reasonably for ALL racing fans.
OTHER PRESENTATIONS
The Pace Analyst offers the handicapper an opportunity to see each race in another dimension. In
some contests Pole Speed is most important; in other races the Last Quarter is more significant.
Moreover, the Pace Analyst illustrates the depth of talent for the contenders. Aside from the
Graphics, the Pace Analyst is, perhaps, the most popular tool used by serious handicappers.

Winning at the Track offers its users more than just statistics. The adjusted data is also presented
in easy-to-read tables showing the contenders’ capabilities, coupled with meaningful graphics.

Today WATT platforms include Desktops, Laptops, Tablets, iPads, and SmartPhones …

The Simplicity of the Service
Step 1. Upload a DRF file onto the website…

Step 2. Enter the scratches and handicap…

The only thing required is an Internet connection!
Of course, nothing is “guaranteed” or “certain” in horse racing. However, this new online service
should dramatically improve every handicapper’s chance of success … and add to the enjoyment.

Online Handicapping Service - Pricing
The WATT Handicapping service offers simple and reasonable pricing plans:
Annual Membership cost? Just one small trifecta!
New Members: Total $149 annually, unlimited usage, with no monthly usage fee
Renewal (Gold) Membership: $129 annually with no monthly usage fee
Charter Members are customers who have purchased LPC’s books or software in the past.
All LPC Charter Members can obtain discounts on e-Books. Ask the Publisher.
Also note: Members who own the Original Classic Version, updates ($55) are free of charge.

Call LPC to Order Today:

(954) 573-7236

Note: Users are responsible for the data files purchased independently from Bloodstock Research (BRIS) of
Lexington, Kentucky (owned by the publicly held company, Churchill Downs Inc.). Each DRF file is available
from BRIS two days in advance for $1.00 per race card. Liberty Publishing Company, Inc. is not affiliated.
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